
From: hamed zafari
To: licensing
Subject: Fwd: Security Plan & Follow Up - Kabul Restaurant
Date: Wednesday, February 10, 2016 2:29:23 PM

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: hamed zafari <hamedzafari@gmail.com>
Date: Tuesday, February 2, 2016
Subject: Security Plan & Follow Up - Kabul Restaurant
To: district2@cityofmadison.com

Dear Alderman Zellers,

First and foremost, I want to extend my appreciation for taking the time to speak
with me regarding the entertainment license for Kabul Restaurant, and for reviewing
the following information to move forward proactively.

A number of valid concerns have been brought to my attention, and I appreciate the
constructive feedback you and Captain Carl Gloede have provided for me. After
considering all sides of the issue, I've formulated a security plan, which I hope will
assist the committee in understanding how this license can be utilized safely and will
address all possible concerns in the event that they arise and how they can be
preemptively prepared for by myself and that of my staff.

Below is an outline of the security plan which I have formulated. I appreciate any
feedback you may have and will happily welcome further suggestions or additions as
you see fit.

1. As a means of safety control, I will have 1 security officer per 50 persons, with
this amount including both my staff and myself. 
2. I will register and communicate with the Madison Police Department when these
events are scheduled to occur. 
3. The events will be by invitation only, as a means of regulating patron entrance
and further controlling the clientele who are able to attend.
4. ID's will be thoroughly checked at the door, and both security, wait, and bar staff
will be made aware of what to look for to assist in this screening process. In the
event that an ID does not appear to be legitimate, it will be confiscated and
provided to the Madison Police Department.
5. Security guards will remain on the premises 30 minutes beyond the end-time of
the party to oversee patron security and assist in the safety of patrons as they
organize for transportation home.
6. Kabul Restaurant's staff and security guards will be familiarized and well-versed
with Ordinance 38.06. This will fully prepare staff in the event that a patron
becomes unruly or violent, and will provide staff with the appropriate steps to be
taken and will require police involvement. 
7. Kabul Restaurant Staff and security will also review and practice withholding
patrons who are already intoxicated from being served. Any patrons who are not in
an appropriate state to drive, will be assisted in obtaining a taxi or other safe means
of transportation away from the venue. In the event that a patron refuses assistance
and attempts to drive, the Madison Police Department will be contacted and
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provided with a description of the individual.
8. A sign will be placed at the entrance of the venue when these events are
occurring as a means of regulating public entrance, and limiting capacity.

I feel it's necessary to reiterate that it is not the intention of Kabul Restaurant to
hold these events on a regular/nightly basis. Please let me know if there is anything
further you would like for me to add and I welcome your suggestions.

Regards,
Hamed Zafari


